TOWARDS   A   SOCIALIST  SOCIETY
for a number of years his disciple after being a Saint-Simonist
and before passing on to pure collectivism. " I am/' she wrote,1
" but the popularizer with easy pen and impressionable heart,
who seeks to translate in my novels the master's philosophy." 2
4.   THE PIONEERS   OF  STATE  SOCIALISM :   PECQUEUR,   BLANC
Both Saint-Simonists and Fourierists had this in common,
that they did not really see the possibility of reforming the
present system. They eschewed in particular any recourse to
the existing political machinery for the transformation of the
social order. A different approach to the problem is to be
found in Constantin Pecqueur and Louis Blanc, each of whom
represents some aspects of the State control of economic
activity,
*******	#
Pecqueur 3 is one of the not inconsiderable army of thinkers
who may be said to have supplied before Marx all the essentials
of Marxist doctrine, partly in his analysis of present con-
ditions, partly in his urging that the community should control
the exploitation of all means of production, circulation and
exchange, which are really its own, " every article having its
value fixed in units of labour according to the amount of
labour expended," and partly in his negation of the value of
nationality and national government.
Pecqueur's attitude to the State is thus radically different
1	Buis, Idles sociales de G. Sand, p. 72.
2	Leroux has often been described as the real  introducer of the term
" Socialisme " into French current language, but Isambert shows this claim
to be scarcely founded, and quotes Lamartine as using as early as 1832 the
term Socialisms in clear opposition to Individualisme:  " Cette classe nom-
breuse, aujourd'hui livre'e a ellememe par la suppression de ses patrons et par
1'individualisme, est dans une condition pire qu'elle n'a jamais e*te; elle a
conquis des droits  steriles  sans  avoir le necessaire et  remuera la society
jusqu'a ce que le Socialisme ait succede a 1'odieux individualisme." On the
present influence of Fourierism see Friedberg, Influence de Fourier sur le
Mouvement social contemporain (1926).
3	Constantin   Pecqueur  (1801-1887).   Chief works:   Thtories  nouvelles
d^conomie sociale (1842), Le Salut du  Peuple (1849-1850).   See Make*,
Le Gollectivisme de Pecqueur.
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